I. INTRODUCTION
Achievable and converse bounds were derived in [3] for the problem of point to point (P2P) channel coding by using the standard random coding argument. The setting considered a general channel and a general (possibly mismatched) decoding metric. Both achievable and converse results were given in terms of a function F (R), which is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the pairwise error probability. When the decoding metric is matched to the channel (which is the focus of this paper), the converse bound reduces to the minimax converse [1, Theorem 27] .
Consider an abstract channel coding problem; that is a random transformation defined by a pair of measurable spaces of inputs X and outputs Y and a conditional probability measure W Y |X : X → Y. Let M be a positive integer. The minimax converse is a lower bound on the error probability of any code with M = 2 R codewords. The proof of the minimax converse relies on a reduction from the channel coding problem to the binary hypothesis testing problem. The bound is given in terms of β α (P, Q), which is the power of the test (i.e. type II error probability) at a significance level 1 − α (i.e., type I error probability), to discriminate between probability measures P and Q.
Specifically, the minimax converse comes in the following two flavors:
where Q X W Y |X and Q X × Q Y are the joint distributions on X × Y defined by 1 :
The first form (1) gives a lower bound on the error probability of any code given that the number of codewords is M . The second form (2) gives an upper bound on the number of codewords M given that the error probability is . Both bounds are given as a inf − sup optimization problem on the set of input distributions Q X and output distributions Q Y . The functional properties of
, as a function of Q X and Q Y (i.e., the objective function in (2)) were investigated in [2] . In particular, the function is convexconcave and the existence of a saddle point was proved under general conditions. The focus of this paper is on the form (1), as this form has been used in [3] for the converse and achievable results there.
Specifically, our goal in this paper is to develop tools to evaluate the optimization problem (1), and the distributions Q X and Q Y that attain it. In particular, by calculating the optimal distribution Q X in (1) for a given R = log M , we obtain both a converse bound and a "good" distribution for random coding at rate R, whose performance are close up to a factor to the converse result, see [3, Theorem 4] for the exact statement.
The paper is structured as follows:
• In section II we review a general variational formula for the functional β α that was derived in [4] . The formula is interesting by its own right (see further [4] ). In this paper we are interested only in its usage for analyzing the minimax converse.
• In section III we apply the variational formula on the functional:
This gives us a hint for defining a new functional γ with a larger domain than β. This new functional is convexconcave, thus has a saddle point, which in turn directly implies a saddle point of (1). Moreover, necessary and sufficient conditions for the saddle point are proved.
• In section IV we provide a high level description of an algorithm for computing the saddle point of γ. Following that we provide in section V a more detailed description of the algorithm, showing how it builds a sequence of input distributions Q (k) X using linear programs designed to reduce the score
In the full paper [5] , we also describe the modification needed for calculating the minimax-converse for Discrete Memoryless Channels (DMC's) where symmetries are used to significantly reduce the computational cost into a polynomial time algorithm (as a function of the block length) for a fixed (small) |X |, |Y| input and output alphabet.
In [6] Matthews showed that the minimax converse can be written as a linear program. However, the linear program described in [6] is a single program to solve for both the input and output distributions. As such, it uses O(|X ||Y|) variables and linear constraints. We, however, describe an algorithm that improve in each step only the input or output distribution. As such, it uses O(|X | + |Y|) variables and linear constraints in each step.
II. GENERAL BINARY HYPOTHESIS TESTING
Recall some general (and standard) definitions about the optimal performance of a binary hypothesis testing between two probability measures P and Q over a set W :
where P Z|W : W → {0, 1} is any randomized test. The minimum is guaranteed to be achieved by the Neyman-Pearson lemma. Thus, β α (P, Q) gives the minimum probability of error under hypothesis Q if the probability of error under hypothesis P is not larger than 1 − α. β is the power of the test at significance level 1 − α.
Lemma 1. The following variational formula holds:
If and only if:
The proof appears in [5] and is omitted here due to space limitation.
III. ANALYSIS OF THE MINIMAX-CONVERSE

A. General definitions
Consider an abstract channel coding problem; that is, a random transformation defined by a pair of measurable spaces of inputs X and outputs Y and a conditional probability measure W Y |X : X → Y. The notation P (A) stands for the set of all probability distributions on A. Throughout this paper we assume that |X | < ∞, |Y| < ∞. We use max and min instead of sup and inf as we generally deal with convex/concave optimization problems over compact spaces and the sup / inf is generally attained by some element. For a distribution
B. The minimax-converse
As noted above, Polyanskiy et al. [1] proved the following general converse result for the average error probability that come in two flavors: For any code with M equiprobable codewords:
where is the average error probability. Eq. (7) gives a lower bound on the error probability in terms of the rate while the second flavor, (8), gives an upper bound on the rate in terms of the error probability. Furthermore, using equation (8) and instantiating Q Y , it was shown in [1] that most other known converses of the channel coding problem can be derived from this converse. In [2] , the functional properties of the minimaxconverse (8) have been further investigated. In particular, its convexity w.r.t Q X and concavity w.r.t Q Y were shown. In this paper our focus is on the form (7) as this form has been used in [3] for the achievable and converse parts. The convexity of (7) in Q X follows from [2, Theorem 6]; however, the functional is not concave with respect to Q Y in general. Applying Lemma 1 to this case gives the following formula:
The convexity of β 1−e −R Q X Q Y , Q X W Y |X with respect to Q X then follows easily since it is the max of the convex (affine) function of Q X . Unfortunately, β is not concave in Q Y . Yet, in order to analyze the minimax converse, we define a new function γ over a larger domain, which (as shown below) is convex-concave:
Since throughout this paper W Y |X (y|x) and R are held fixed, we will abbreviate and write γ(Q X , z) instead of
Some properties of γ(Q X , z) are summarized in the following theorem. In particular, the functional admits a saddle point.
for all Q X , z. In particular:
Moreover, for x such that Q * X (x) > 0 we have:
and for x such that Q * X (x) = 0:
The proof of the Theorem appears in [5] and is omitted here due to space limitation.
The next theorem presents the connection between γ(Q X , z) and
Theorem 2.
For any distribution Q X the following holds:
Moreover, z * attains the maximum in (14) if and only if for each y:
The proof of this Theorem is also omitted for lack of space and appears in [5] .
Interestingly, we note that by combining Theorems 1 and 2 we recover the formula that appears in [6, Proposition 14] which was proven by indirect arguments relying on the duality in linear programming. Theorems 1 and 2 provide necessary conditions, (12),(13) and (15) for the saddle point Q * X and z * . The following theorem shows that these conditions are also sufficient.
Theorem 3. Any distribution Q * X and z * satisfy conditions (12) and (13) and (15) is a saddle point of γ(Q X , z).
The proof of this Theorem appears too in [5] .
IV. AN ALGORITHM FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE
SADDLE POINT -HIGH LEVEL DESCRIPTION In the following sections we present our algorithm for the computation of the saddle point. We first give a high level review of the ingredients of the algorithm.
The general idea is to generate a sequence Q
The initial step takes any distribution Q
X and calculate z (0) using (15). Then, each iteration contains two steps as we now describe: (15) and |X | for the nonnegativity of Q X (x)), and additional equality for Q X (x) to sum to 1. If:
to condition (15). This is a linear program with |X | variables, 2 · |Y| + |X | linear inequalities, (2 · |Y| for
Then we define:
We will refer to this stage as a local linear optimization and say that Q (k+1) X is locally optimal given z (k) .
B. Improving a locally optimal solution
When we hold a locally optimal solution Q (k) X , we have to change z (k) in order to improve (reduce) the current score (i.e., γ(Q
X + δμ where δ is small enough. 3 For Q μ X , let z μ satisfy the condition (15) with respect to Q μ X . Let:
If min μ η(μ) = 0 then we cannot improve Q (k)
X and we have a globally optimal solution. If η(μ) < 0 for some μ, then we found an improvement of the score function and we define:
In practice we will show that the problem of minimizing (16) can be translated to a linear program as well (up to some regularities that we will have to handle separately), which will allow us to solve it.
V. IMPROVING A LOCALLY OPTIMAL SOLUTION -DETAILS
In this section we describe in detail how to implement step B of the iteration, described above in high level.
Fix Q X and z and assume the Q X is locally optimal with respect to z. Let μ be a perturbation of Q X , i.e., μ ∈ R |X | with x μ(x) = 0. Recall that by (15) for each y we have:
Assume initially that Q X (x) > 0 for all x. We point out in the sequel where we need this assumption. When we do have zeros in the distribution Q X (x) we will restrict ourselves to the subset: {x ∈ X : Q X (x) > 0}. In subsection V-H we explain how to recover from this assumption.
A. Notation
We will make use of the following notation through this section.
T · L is the scalar product between the vectors μ and
B. Phase I: Changing z to achieve strict inequality on the left hand side of (15)
Throughout, we assume that:
i.e., we have strict inequality on the left hand side of (15). If this is not the case, we can change z y until this is valid for all y. The exact details appears in the full paper [5] .
C. Phase II: Compute Alternative z with strict inequality on the right hand side of (15)
Following the same reasoning, we can find z l y ≤ z y that also satisfy (15) with the following additional properties:
• For each y, if we have a strict inequality in both sides of (15) with respect to z y then z l y = z y .
• For each y we have a strict inequality on the right hand side of (15), i.e., e
In order for the last equality to hold we must assume that: 
we always have
for sufficiently small δ and:
Hence when μ T · 1 {x:WY |X (y|x)≥zy} < 0 we must change z y since it does not satisfy condition (15) anymore. Since:
and when μ T · 1 {x:WY |X (y|x)≥zy} < 0 we can take z l y . To summarize, let:
Then z μ satisfies (15) with respect to Q μ X for δ sufficiently small.
E. Computation of γ(Q
We have:
Since z μ also satisfies (15) with respect to Q X , γ(Q X , z μ ) = γ(Q X , z) and:
It can be shown (details in the full paper [5] ) that:
Now we want to find μ such that η(μ, z μ ) < 0 to have a strict improvement of the score.
F. Optimize for μ
Let define:
In the full paper [5] we prove the following two lemmas. The first shows how to translate the problem of minimizing η(μ) into a linear program. We provide these lemmas here using the notation used in this section. (i.e., index the vectors with y) Lemma 2. Let:
Then minimization of η(μ) subject to μ T · 1 = 0 is equivalent to the following linear program:
(22) where A is the matrix with columns a y , α is a vector with entries α y , and 1 is the all-one vector.
The next lemma provides necessary and sufficient conditions for μ = 0 to be the optimal minimizer of η(μ).
for all μ ∈ R |X | such that μ T · 1 = 0 if and only if:
If η(μ) < 0 then we have found an improvement of the score and we can keep on going to find a new locally optimal solution.
G. The case where min μ η(μ) = 0
If η(μ) = 0 is the minimal value, then we cannot improve on the current solution using perturbation that consider nonzeros elements of Q X (x). (The case where there are zeros in Q X (x) is discussed in subsection V-H).
Let us show that indeed in this case we reached the optimal solution, i.e., we can recover the conditions (12) and (13).
Define The details appears in the full paper [5] .
H. Zeros in Q X (x)
Let Q X , z be such that the optimality condition (13) does not hold holds for some x 1 with Q X (x 1 ) = 0. We assume that Q X is locally optimal, which means that we cannot improve the score by running a local linear program.
For any perturbation with μ(x 1 ) > 0, we must have that at least one of the linear inequality constraints is violated. This can be translated into a linear program that is bounded at 0 as we cannot improve on the score locally. Applying Farkas lemma to this linear program we can write δ x1 4 as a linear combination of the other linear constraints which in turn can be used to "correct" the outlier score at x 1 and to satisfy the sufficient condition for global optimality.
The full details of this procedure appear in [5] VI. SUMMARY
In this paper we have studied the functional properties of the minimax-converse for a fixed rate. The existence of a saddle point was proved, necessary and sufficient conditions were derived and an algorithm for the computation of the saddle point was presented. For the DMC case, the algorithm can be modified to incorporate additional linear constraints (i.e., input and output distribution that are uniform on types) and this results in a polynomial time algorithm for the computation of the saddle point. The saddle point distribution can be used to optimize the random coding argument (e.g., [3] ).
